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ABSTRACT
Clone-and-own prevails as an ad-hoc reuse strategy that addresses
changing requirements by copying and modifying existing sys-
tem variants. Proper documentation is typically not cherished and
knowledge about common and varying parts between individual
variants, denoted their variability information, is lost with a grow-
ing system family.With overall maintainability impaired in the long-
run, software product lines (SPLs) or concepts thereof, can be a rem-
edy. However, migrating a system family towards structured reuse
requires a prior recovery of the systems’ variability information. For
software systems resulting from clone-and-own, this information is
not explicitly available and recovering it remains an open challenge.

We aim to bridge this gap and propose a fine-grained metric and
analysis procedure, which compares software systems to the extent
of individual statements including their nesting. By that, we recover
variability information from software systems written in imperative
programming languages. Moreover, we create a software family
representation of all analyzed systems, called a 150% model, which
contains implementation artifacts and their identified variability
information. We demonstrate the feasibility of our approach using
two case studies implemented in Java and show our approach to
exhibit a good performance and the 150%model to precisely capture
variability information of the analyzed systems.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Software and its engineering → Software product lines;
Software reverse engineering; Maintaining software.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The demand for customized, tailor-made software increases steadily.
To meet frequently changing customer requirements without devel-
oping each system from scratch, the concept of variant-rich software
systems has been proposed, which bears reuse in mind [3]. Unfor-
tunately, to develop such variant-rich systems, ad-hoc reuse is
widely applied in practice [7, 10]. Commonly referred to as clone-
and-own [10, 11, 29], a new system variant is created by copying
and subsequently modifying an existing system. Despite being
straight-forward, with no additional upfront costs [15, 37] and in
principle, allowing to reuse mature code [18], clone-and-own can
impede maintenance and evolution of the emerging system family.

Since the process of clone-and-own is usually not documented,
information about differences and commonalities between variants,
denoted their variability information, is lost in the long-run. As a
result, overall portfolio evolution can be negatively affected, e.g.,
bug-fixes not being propagated. Without the systems’ variability
information, well-established concepts and techniques from struc-
tured reuse, such as SPLs [2, 3] can not be established. If present,
however, domain engineers would be able to manage all variants
as a whole [30] or to migrate them towards an SPL fashion [12, 14].
However, in either case, variability information must first be recov-
ered, hence requiring an analysis procedure to recover such infor-
mation at fine-grain, and thus, on the implementation level. Despite
migrating legacy systems towards an SPL being a prominent re-
search area [5], current work on recovering variability information
directly from source code is scarce, as it mainly focuses on similar-
ity (known as clone detection [33]) or identifying features within
single software systems (known as feature location [27, 45]). While
we acknowledge recent work [1, 23], recovering variability infor-
mation from a system family at fine-grain remains a challenge [6].

In this paper, we address this challenge and propose a comprehen-
sive comparison metric and procedure that analyzes multiple soft-
ware systems to recover their variability information at fine grain.
To this end, we rely on previous work, which introduced a meta-
model to capture basic elements of software systems implemented
in imperative programming languages, e.g., Java, to represent them
under comparison internally [40].We significantly extend this meta-
model to precisely capturemethods, their comprised statements and
individual expressions and operators therein. Our procedure com-
pares systems to the level of individual expressions, while also
considering their nesting. Moreover, our procedure creates a 150%
model, that is, a model containing all variability information, which
allows for tracking back each code artifact to its origin. By that,
we aim to support practitioners in considering related systems
to facilitate strategic decisions prior to migration towards a more
structured reuse. In summary, we make the following contributions:
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• We introduce a fine-grained comparisonmetric and approach
to compare multiple software systems in detail and to pre-
cisely capture their variability information.
• We create a 150% model to represent software systems along
with their identified variability information in a central form.
• We demonstrate the feasibility of our approach using two
case studies implemented in Java and show our approach to
be fast and our comparison metric to be precise.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows.We depict clone-
and-own and 150% modeling in Sec. 2. We detail our approach to re-
cover variability information from software systems and to create a
150%model in Sec. 3. We elaborate on our feasibility studies in Sec. 4
and discuss produced results in Sec. 5. Related work is stated
in Sec. 6 andwe outline futurework and conclude our paper in Sec. 7.

2 FROM AD-HOC TO STRUCTURED REUSE
With clone-and-own, modifications can include the renaming, relo-
cation, removal and addition of system parts, e.g.,methods and state-
ments. Omitting constructs such as classes for brevity, we illustrate
clone-and-own using the two method variants in Fig. 1, named gcd().

Firstly, both input parameters in the methods’ signature have
been renamed (cf. Lines 1) and, thereby, throughout the entire body.
Secondly, Variant 2 adds an if-statement, along with a nested return
statement (cf. Lines 2 & 3), as well as the print(int z) method in
Lines 14 & 15. Moreover, the while-loop has been relocated, while
also changing the operator within (cf. ! = and >). Finally, themethod
call in Line 11 of Variant 2 replaces the method call in Variant 1.

Overall, variability introduced by unstructured reuse should not
be left unmanaged [44]. To capture variability in the context of SPLs,
feature modeling (FM) is a prevalent notion, which allows to specify
common and variable parts of a software system family [9, 25].

However, features are only abstractions of variability and with-
out a mapping to implementation artifacts, i.e., source code, they
have no semantics [8, 9]. Contrary to FM, so-called 150%-models rep-
resent variability on the implementation level and are an industry-
standard, e.g., with pure::variants1. By combining common and
variable parts in a central development artifact, 150%-models aim
to maintain a system family in an SPL fashion [36]. Fig. 2 shows a
pure::variants 150%-model for the method variants from Fig. 1 and
illustrates their annotated variability information.

Variant 1:
1 public int gcd(int i,int j){

2 while (j != 0) {

3 if (i > j) {

4 i = i - j;

5 } else {

6 j = j - i;

7 }

8 }

9
10
11 System.out.println(i);

12 return i;

13
14
15 }

Variant 2:
public int gcd(int l,int f){

if (l == 0)

return f;

while (f > 0) {

if (l > f) {

l = l - f;

} else {

f = f - l;

}

}

print(l);

return l;

}

private void print(int z){

System.out.println(z); }

Figure 1: Java Method Variants Illustrating Clone-and-Own

1pure-systems®- https://pure-systems.com/pure-variants - 10.2019

Legend:
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alternative

optional

150% Variant1_Variant2
[Namespace] Math
[Class] GCD
[Method] gcd
[Block] if ( i == 0 )
[Stm] return j;

[Block] while ( j != 0 )

[Block] if ( i > j )
[Block] else
[Stm] print(l);
[Stm] System...(i);
[Stm] return i;

[Method] print

Variants: Variant2

Model:
150%_Variant1_Variant2

[Block] if (i == 0)

Variants: Variant1, Variant2
Variant2: ( j > 0 ) 
Model:
150%_Variant1, Variant2

[Block] while ( j!=0 )

Figure 2: 150% Model for
Methods from Fig. 1

Relations between artifacts are
commonly grouped in three cat-
egories. Identical or highly sim-
ilar parts, present in all ana-
lyzed systems, are described as
mandatory. Distinctly varying
parts, which are mutually exclu-
sive, are described as alternative.
Parts present only in one of the
analyzed variants are described
as optional. Moreover, the 150%
model in Fig. 2 indicates the nest-
ing of artifacts to correspond
with the analyzed systems.

3 RECOVERING VARIABILITY
INFORMATION FROM SOFTWARE SYSTEMS

In this section, we detail our fine-grained comparison metric and
analysis procedure to recover variability information from multi-
ple software systems and to present results within a 150% model.
We provide supplementary material and further details online2.

3.1 A Fine-Grained Comparison Metric
To identify corresponding source code elements across variants,
we employ a metric-based similarity as a core concept of our ap-
proach. Moreover, we focus on methods as they constitute the
building blocks of larger units such as classes or entire programs.
To further allow for fine-grained differences between elements to
be captured, we decompose the overall similarity metric in sub-
metrics, such as Method Signature, labeled Msiд and Method Body,
Mbody . We provide an overview of our comparison metric and its
sub-metrics in Tab. 1. Each sub-metric is divided into properties,
which constitute characteristics of the respective method element.
For each property and sub-metric, we specify weights, which range
between 0.0 (i.e. 0%) and 1.0 (i.e. 100%) to indicate their significance
for the overall similarity value. Our metric is customizable and all
weights can be adjusted to meet individual practitioners’ demands.

As we employ a top-down approach, a method is initially decom-
posed into their signature and body, both being equally significant
(cf. Tab. 1, first block). We then compute sub-metrics for these
properties by decomposing them into further properties. For each
sub-metric, all properties weight total 1.0, hence 100% significance.

Thereby, method signatures are evaluated on the basis of five
different properties, such as their name and modifier. For method
bodies, this recursive decomposition allows to break down the
corresponding sub-metric to the statement level to be evaluated.
By that, we explicitly take nesting into account, e.g., a while-loop
containing an if-else construct (cf. Fig. 1). The corresponding sub-
metric for statement blocks,MstmB in Tab. 1, then referencesMstm
to compare single statements encompassed by this block. Further-
more, such statements are then evaluated on the basis of their
expressions (cf. Mexp in Tab. 1). More precisely, the sub-metric
Mexp , evaluates the expression’s components and their operators.

We decompose metrics and sub-metrics in a top-down fashion,
i.e., we applyMsiд andMbody when comparing methods and then
2Supplementaries - https://www.isf.cs.tu-bs.de/cms/team/schlie/material/VaMos20
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move on to the subsequent sub-metrics. After comparison, results
are then aggregated in a bottom-up fashion, e.g.,Msiд andMbody
are combined for the overall similarity of methods. For instance,
when comparing the signatures of two methodsm1 andm2, their
similarity value λsiд is the weighted sum of all properties p ∈ Msiд
(cf. Tab. 1), and consequently, calculates as follows.

λsiд =

|Msiд |∑
i=0
(m1,m2,pi ) × ωMsiд

3.2 Comparing Software Systems
In this section, we explain our approach for variability extraction,
depicted in Fig. 3. After importing the programs in our own, internal
representation (based on a meta-model), they are processed in three,
subsequent phases, which we explain in the following.

Compare. After importing the respective programs, we com-
pare them in a top-down fashion, that is, we start with the top-level
elements. Specifically, we begin by comparing the program’s classes
prior to further elements they contain, such as global variables and
methods. During comparison, we only compare elements of the
same type, such as methods with each other, but not across types
of program elements, such as classes and methods. Moreover, we
compare all program elements in a pair-wise fashion and for each
pair, we apply the corresponding metric category (cf. Tab. 1). For
instance, both variants of method gcd() in Fig. 1 have the same
name, modifier as well as the same number and type of input ar-
guments. Consequently, the sub-metricMsiд results in an overall
similarity value of 100% for the signature λsiд of these methods.

During comparison, we store results within similarity tables. Due
to our comparison being pairwise, a similarity table contains the
calculated metric value for all pairwise combinations, respectively.
Moreover, we create one table for each element type, so that we
have only comparisons of one element type per table. For instance,
Variant 1 in Fig. 1 comprises one method, three statement blocks,
and four statements whereas Variant 2 comprises two methods,
four statement blocks, and five statements. Hence, we create simi-
larity tables to hold all comparisons between methods, statement
blocks and statements, respectively. In Tab. 2, we list an excerpt of
all similarity tables created for the program variants from Fig. 1.

For instance, Tab. 2 shows the methods gcd() starting from Line
1 in both variants (here V1:1 & V2:1, cf. Fig. 1), resulting in an
overall similarity value of 0.82. Furthermore, Tab. 2 shows their
signature to be 100% similar, whereas their body is indicated to
exhibit a similarity of 64%. Similarly, we show values for the two
while() blocks, present in Line 4 (cf. Fig. 1), in Tab. 2 having a simi-
larity value of 76%. This is reasonable, as thewhile() loops in both
variants from Fig. 1 have a slightly different expression (see opera-
tors != and >) as well as variables have been renamed (cf. Fig. 1).

When comparing statements, our metric takes the name of vari-
ableswithin individual expressions into account (cf. Tab. 1). In Tab. 2,
this is shown for the statement in Line 6 from both variants in Fig. 1.
Both statements exhibit the same structure, that is, assigning the
result of an arithmetic expression (here: substraction) to a variable.
However, the variables’ names differ, and thus, the respective state-
ment’s similarity value decreases. We schematically illustrate an
excerpt from our overall comparison procedure for two programs

in Alg. 1 to demonstrate how our approach works. We begin with el-
ements on higher hierarchical layers and proceed to lower level ele-
ments, such as individual statements. Specifically, every class ci and
c j of both programs pi and pj is assessed in a pairwise fashion (cf.
Lines 2 & 4). Then, we retrieve all methods for each class (cf. Lines
3 & 5) and all directly contained statements that are not contained
in methods (not shown in Alg. 1 for the sake of brevity). We create
all pairs of methods between classes ci and c j using the method
createPairs() (cf. Line 6). For each method pair, we compare their sig-
nature and calculate a similarity value λsiд , respectively (cf. Line 8).

Moreover, we compare all pairs of statements for that method
pair (cf. Line 12). For instance, we compare statements by evalu-
ating their type (cf. Line 13) as well as their expressions using the
metricMexp (cf. Line 14). The resulting similarity value, along with
the statements themselves, is stored within the similarity table
Ts (cf. Line 16). With every new statement comparison, the overall
similarity value for all statements is recalculated in Line 17 of Alg. 1.

Table 1: Comparison Metric for Methods

Properties Weight Description

Signature→ Msiд 0.5 Evaluation of the signature
Body→ Mbody 0.5 Evaluation of the methods body

Method SignatureMsiд

Modifier 0.1 Modifiers, such as static or final
Return type 0.1 The return data type, i.e., int
Name 0.3 The methods name [21]
Argument number 0.3 Number of input arguments
Argument type 0.2 Data type of input arguments

Method BodyMbody

Content → Mstm 0.5 Directly contained statements
→ MstmB 0.5 Statement block, i.e. loops

Statement BlockMstmB

Type 0.25 The type of themethod block, i.e.,
assignment or conditional

Expressions→ Mexp 0.15 Evaluation of all expressions
Statements→ Mstm 0.6 Evaluation of all statements

StatementMstm

Type 0.4 Type of the statement, i.e., assign-
ment or conditional

Expressions→ Mexp 0.6 Evaluation of all expressions

ExpressionMexp

Operators 0.2 Used operator, i.e. increment
Operands→ Mopr 0.8 Evaluation of the operands

Expression OperandMopr

Type 0.2 Type, variable or method call
Value 0.5 The value itself, i.e. of a variable
Data type 0.1 Data type, i.e., integer or string
Location 0.1 Position of the content within

the expression, starting left
Negation 0.1 If content is negated or not
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n input 
systems

Metric
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results for all compared artifacts Classification of artifacts based

on extracted variability information

Figure 3: Overall Workflow of our Technique to Recover Variability Information from Source Code.

Eventually, the similarity value of methods is calculated after pro-
cessing all comprised statements (cf. Line 19 in Alg. 1) prior to
storing it, along with the respective method pair, in the similarity
table (cf. Line 20). While Alg. 1 is an excerpt from our overall com-
parison procedure, we refer to our supplementary material2 for
more details. After comparing programs, similarity tables hold all
pairwise combinations of elements of the same type, i.e., methods
and statements, along with their similarity values (cf. Tab. 2).

Match. Given all pairwise combinations of a particular element
type, we aim at identifying the actual corresponding elements be-
tween the compared variants in this phase. In particular, we search
for the best match between compared elements of a certain type. To
this end, we utilize the Hungarian algorithm [20], which finds an
optimal matching between two sets, such that no other assignment
exists with a higher aggregated similarity value. During this process,
we assign an element from one variant to at most one from another
variant. If no matching partner exists for an element, we match
it with null to preserve that information for the following phase.

Contrary to our compare phase, our match phases processes
elements in a bottom-up fashion. After matching statements, all
other comparisons with these statements are removed (e.g., com-
parison between return and System.out statement in Tab. 2). As a
result, the similarity value for a method comparison is recomputed
based solely on the matched elements contained in this method. By
matching nested artifacts first, and hence, removing unnecessary
comparisons, the resulting similarity values for higher level artifacts
accurately reflect only comprised elements comparisons deemed
necessary. This way, we aim at a more sound and precise matching
for elements on all levels and by complementing prior work [40],

Table 2: Excerpt from Similarity Tables for Variants in Fig. 1

Element Variants & Lines Similarity

Method Total/Sig./Body

gcd() - gcd() V1:1 - V2:1 0.82 / 1.0 / 0.64
gcd() - print() V1:1 - V2:14 0.42 / 0.18 / 0.30

Block

while() - while() V1:2 - V2:4 0.76
if() - if() V1:3 - V2:5 0.73

Statement
i = i - j; - l = l - f; V1:4 - V2:6 0.63
return i; - return l; V1:12 - V2:12 0.66
return i; - System.out; V1:12 - V2:15 0.0

to identify higher-level reuse opportunities, such as the refactoring
of classes, e.g., their renaming or relocation. After the matching,
we pass elements to the merge phase, to determine their variability
category (cf. Sec. 2) and, eventually, represent them in a 150% model.

Data: pi , pj program variants
Result: Ts set of similarity tables

1 Ts ← ∅
2 for class ci ∈ pi do
3 Mi ← дetMethods(ci )
4 for class c j ∈ pj do
5 Mj ← дetMethods(ci )
6 Pairsm ← createPairs(Mi ,Mj )
7 for {mi ∈ Mi ,mj ∈ Mj } ∈ Pairsm do
8 λsiд ← compareSiдnature(mi ,mj ,Msiд)
9 λmType ← compareType(mi ,mj ,Mbody )

10 Pairsstm ← createPairs(mi ,mj )
11 λstms ← 0.0
12 for {stmi ∈mi , stmj ∈mj } ∈ Pairsstm do
13 λtype ← compareType(stmi , stmj )
14 λexp ← compareExp(stmi , stmj ;Mexp )
15 λstmi ,stmj ← (λtype + λexp )
16 Ts ← Ts ∪ {{stmi , stmj }, λstmi ,stmj }
17 λstms ← λstms + λstmi ,stmj

18 end
19 λmi ,mj ← (λtype + λexp + λstms )
20 Ts ← Ts ∪ {{mi ,mj }, λmi ,mj }
21 end
22 . . .
23 end
24 . . .
25 end
Algorithm 1: Method Comparison Procedure - An Excerpt from
our Overall Routine to Compare Entire Software Systems

Merge. The core idea of our merge algorithm, and thus, creating
the 150% model, is that the variability category depends on (1) the
similarity value between elements and (2) their occurrence across
all variants. With the former, we identify corresponding elements
whereas the latter provides heuristics for the variability classifica-
tion of elements. Based on findings in previous work [40], we relate
elementsA and B based on the following, user-adjustable thresholds.

r el (A,B)=


mandatory sim(A,B)>=0.8
alternative 0.5<sim(A,B)<0.8
optional sim(A,B)<0.5
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Thus, elements with a similarity value of λ ≥ 0.8 are classified as
mandatory, while elements with a similarity value of λ ≤ 0.5 are
considered optional. Remaining elements are classified as alternative.

In addition, we consider the occurrence of related elements to
specify the variability category as follows (given that similarity
thresholds are fulfilled). Mandatory elements must be present in all
analyzed variants. Next, optional elements are present in at least
one analyzed program variant, but not in all, and thus, indicate that
they can be omitted. Finally, alternative elements must be present
in at least one analyzed variant. This way, we allow an element
(i.e., a method) present in only one variant pv1 to be alternative to
another element, which is present in two other variants pv2 & pv3.

Once we have obtained the above information for all matching
pairs, we create our 150% model, while preserving information
about the origin of each element (i.e., the respective variant). This
allows us to iteratively analyze new variants, and thus, to refine our
150% model by integrating these variants as well (cf. Fig. 3). For the
two method variants in Fig. 1, we show the resulting model in Fig. 2.

The 150% model constitutes a hierarchical, tree-like structure,
and thus, preserves the structural properties for the elements ac-
cording to the source code. For instance, the while loop in Fig. 1
contains a nested if-else block, which is preserved in our model
in Fig. 2, because the corresponding nodes exhibit a parent-child re-
lation. Moreover, as shown in Fig. 2, we preserve further structural
information of the source code, such as the namespace and classes.

Given the example in Fig. 1, our model reveals that method
gcd(), which exists in both variants, is mandatory. In contrast, the
if-block in Line 2 of Variant 2 (cf. Fig. 1) is optional, as there is
no counterpart in Variant 1. However, the statement contained in
this if block is mandatory, because it solely corresponds to the
block, and thus, is mandatory within that optional block. Finally,
the model reveals that the method calls in Line 11 of Fig. 1 are op-
tional. Although both method calls have a similar name, one call is
referencing system functionality (System.out.println()), while
the other references a self-defined method (print()). We identify
this difference, and thus, categorize such methods as optional.

4 EVALUATION
In this section, we state our objectives and information about the
analyzed systems and the data analysis guidelines [32] we used.

4.1 Research Questions
Our approach compares multiple software systems to recover their
variability information and to display such information within a
150% model. Hence, we focus on the following research questions:
RQ1: Can we consider the created 150% model as accurate?

We consider accuracy of the 150% model pivotal for our ap-
proach to be accepted. We refer to accuracy as (a) whether
identified variability information accurately reflects respec-
tive source code artifacts, (b) whether the nesting of state-
ments is properly captured, and (c) whether the 150% model
is complete, that is, contains all evaluated program elements.

RQ2: Can we consider performance of our approach reasonable?
For our approach to be applicable in practice, an acceptable
runtime is vital. We refer to performance as the total run-
time required and its distribution over the three sequentially
processed phases, thus, compare,match andmerge (cf. Sec. 3).

4.2 Setup
To assess the feasibility of our proposed technique, we conducted
two case studies, comprising a total of 27 programs implemented
in Java3. First, the MADFA4 [39] case study, reflecting a software
taxonomy [34] for sorting algorithms, comprises seven program
variants. Moreover, we utilize FeatureHouse [4] and instantiate
product variants of the Elevator product line5 by composing differ-
ent variants based on the six features that constitute this SPL. Based
on constraints for respective features, we generated all possible
20 program variants. In Tab. 3, we list details of the subject sys-
tems such as the number of methods, statements, and lines of code.

Each program variant of the MADFA case study contains one
class, while for the Elevator case study, each program variant com-
prised five classes. The information in Tab. 3 shows the aggregated
data for all classes contained within the respective program variant.
For instance, the program variant labeled EV1 from the Elevator
case study only contains the base feature and within its five classes,
comprises a total of 42 methods. For the Elevator case study, the
maximum nesting depth of blocks, e.g. loops is 5, while for the
MADFA case study, the maximum nesting depth is 9 within the
variant labeled SV 6. In Tab. 3, lines of code (Loc) also include decla-
rations of packages, classes and structural delimiters, i.e., curly brack-
ets, while commented and blank lines are omitted for all variants.
We use the JaMopp6 parser to import programs for their comparison.

Table 3: Program Variants used for Evaluation

Name Features LoC #Mthds. #Stms. max NstD.
BA - WH - EM - EXF - TTF - OV

EV 1 x 283 42 124 5
EV 2 x x x x x x 286 44 135 5
EV 3 x x x x x x 277 44 101 5
EV 4 x x x x x x 290 47 138 5
EV 5 x x x x x x 281 47 120 5
EV 6 x x x x x x 293 50 145 5
EV 7 x x x x x x 299 50 146 5
EV 8 x x x x x x 311 53 153 5
EV 9 x x x x x x 298 49 144 5
EV 10 x x x x x x 315 52 152 5
EV 11 x x x x x x 319 53 154 5
EV 12 x x x x x x 338 55 162 5
EV 13 x x x x x x 281 45 140 5
EV 14 x x x x x x 299 48 148 5
EV 15 x x x x x x 303 50 150 5
EV 16 x x x x x x 321 53 158 5
EV 17 x x x x x x 307 49 149 5
EV 18 x x x x x x 325 52 157 5
EV 19 x x x x x x 329 54 159 5
EV 20 x x x x x x 346 57 167 5

↑ Elevator Case Study MADFA Case Study ↓
SV 1 69 4 19 8
SV 2 74 4 24 6
SV 3 The sorting algorithm 62 2 38 4
SV 4 program variants are 143 5 61 7
SV 5 not composed of features 87 4 37 6
SV 6 65 3 32 9
SV 7 65 4 31 6
LoC - Lines of Code, Mthds. - Methods, Stms. - Statements, NstD - Nesting Depth
Features: BA - Base, WH. - Weight, EM. - Empty, EXF - ExecutiveFloor

TTF - TwoThirdsFull, OV. - Overload

3Oracle®- https://www.oracle.com/java/ - 10.2019
4Minimal acyclic deterministic finite automata
5SPL2Go - http://spl2go.cs.ovgu.de/projects/16 - 10.2019
6https://github.com/DevBoost/JaMoPP - 10.2019
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4.3 Analysis Guidelines
To assess the feasibility of our approach, manual evaluation of all
possible ≈1 million k-combinations for the Elevator case study and
127 k-wise combinations for the MADFA case study is infeasible.
Therefore, we focus on 19 pairwise comparisons for the Elevator
case study and compare every program with its successor as they
are listed in Tab. 3. For the MADFA case study, we evaluate six
pairwise, three 3-wise, two 4-wise comparisons and the compar-
ison of all seven MADFA program variants. We first transform
the entire source code of respective system variants into model-
based form (cf. Fig. 3), which we use for their comparison internally.

We compare systems in their entirety and, for instance, also
consider their classes (Alg. 1). To compare methods, statements
and expressions specifically, we use the metric and weights listed
in Tab. 1. By that, we augment our metric from previous work [40],
which, for instance, defines properties for classes, and we refer to
our online material2 for more details. To categorize the variability of
elements in the 150% model, we use the thresholds stated in Sec. 3.2.

After comparison, we analyzed the generated 150% model and
evaluated whether all program elements are captured and anno-
tated with their variability information in an understandable way.
For performance, we state the algorithmic complexity and detail the
runtime required for both case studies and its distribution over the
different phases of our approach. We performed every comparison
four times to account for runtime deviations. We implemented our
technique in Java using Eclipse7 and its Modeling Framework.

5 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The case studies were evaluated on a Dual-Core i7 processor with
12 GB of RAM, running Windows™10 on 64bit. We can only show
aggregated data in this section, but we provide further details,
produced 150% models and a screencast online2.

5.1 RQ1: Accuracy of the 150% Model
For accuracy, we assessed whether our approach accurately cap-
tures (a) variability information and (b) the nesting of respective
elements. Source code artifacts can exhibit a parent-child rela-
tion (cf. Fig. 2) and we consider it pivotal for our 150% model to
reflect such relation, and therefore the nesting of elements, correctly.

For all 19 evaluated pairwise comparisons of the Elevator case
study, we found each 150% model to comprise all individual classes
correctly. We noticed that changes between variants only exist
in two of the five classes, specifically, the Elevator and Environ-
ment class. For the remaining classes, EvilPerson, Floor and Person,
which remained unchanged between program variants, our ap-
proach identifies the variability of every element, that is, method
and statement, correctly and properly annotates their variabil-
ity information. Moreover, for four classes, the 150% model prop-
erly captures the nesting of blocks in accordance to their appear-
ance in the source code. For nested statements also, we found all
annotated variability information to be correct. In addition, we
found all methods and comprised statements to be present in the
150% model. For the Environment class, our approach captured
all changes within the analyzed variants and annotates the vari-
ability information correctly in the 150% model. Finally, the Ele-
7Eclipse Foundation™- https://www.eclipse.org/ - 10.2019

vator class is correctly represented in the 150% model and fully
captures all comprised methods. However, we identified issues
within the nesting of statements and assigned variability categories.

Precisely, we observed a false nesting of statements in some
instances. We evaluated respective parts of the input program
within the Elevator class and identified the problem to be miss-
ing block delimiters, precisely curly brackets. Specifically, we ob-
served instances, in which curly brackets are not used to define
a statement block, e.g., an if-block that comprises only a single
statement. Java coding conventions allow this, but our approach
fails to recognize the respective statement as being nested within
the if-block. We manually rectified every such instance within the
Elevator classes and subsequently, found our approach to prop-
erly capture the nesting of elements. Furthermore, we found cer-
tain methods within the 150% model to be categorized as alter-
natives, which we found to be incorrect. Specifically, compari-
son of the Elevator program variants EV 2 and EV 3 results in
the methods named timeShift() and enterElevator() to be matched.
Upon further inspection, we found the method bodies, and thus,
their comprised statements to exhibit a high similarity. Conse-
quently, the methods overall similarity value exceeds the threshold
for alternative elements. For few specific methods of the Elevator
case study, we observed reoccurring instances of methods being
matched, which have different names but a high syntactic sim-
ilarity. We do not consider this a weakness of our approach, as
we correctly identify syntactic similarity in situations, which can
also reflect clone-and-own, that is, renaming of methods. More-
over, we argue that domain experts can reason about results and
our 150% model and further adjust thresholds and metric weights.

For all pairwise comparisons, our approach and the 150% model
respectively captures all methods and comprised statements. We
found the nesting of statements as depicted within the 150% to
correspond to the source code and alternatives to be correctly
identified. Fig. 4 shows a 150% model for the comparison of three
MADFA variants and depicts alternatives, here methods addWord()
and cleanUp(), which are related, but varying between the programs.

Figure 4: 150% Model for Three Compared MADFA Variants

For the 3-wise comparisons of the MADFA case study, we found
all statements to be represented within the 150% model and the
addWord() and cleanUp() methods to be correctly identified as al-
ternatives. Furthermore, the nesting of statements is represented
properly within the 150% model. However, upon inspection of
a five-wise comparison result, including MADFA program vari-
ant EV 2, we identified the cleanUp() method to be missing its
reference to that program variant. We identified the problem to
be caused by the method having an empty body within EV 2.
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For the six- and seven-wise comparison, we found all methods
and statements to be captured in our 150% model. Moreover, the
methods cleanUp() and addWord() are correctly identified as al-
ternatives between all analyzed MADFA program variants. The
respective methods are different within each program variant of
the MADFA case study, albeit having a few statements in com-
mon. In this case, we argue that classifying entire syntactic units,
e.g., methods, as alternatives is easier to understand than clas-
sifying individual statements within those methods. Overall, we
found our approach to produce 150% models, which fully capture
all contained classes, methods and comprised statements. More-
over, we found the nesting of statements within the 150% model
to align with the nesting of the corresponding source code. For
the MADFA case study, all annotated variability information is
comprehensible. For the Elevator case study, we observed instances
of methods being declared alternative, which is reasonable based
on their similarity value, but not comprehensible to practitioners.

Overall, we found our approach to produce 150% models, which
accurately and comprehensibly represent variability information
extracted from the analyzed program variants.

5.2 RQ2: Performance of our Approach
Our approach comprises three sequentially processed phases, com-
pare, match and merge. During comparison, all program elements
of the same category are compared with each other in a pairwise
fashion. When comparing more than two programs, our approach
produces an intermediate result iteratively, which upon the sec-
ond iteration, is used for comparison with a further input program.
Consequently, during each iteration, we compare two programs
with each other. Therefore, the computational complexity for the
comparison is quadratic in the number of compared elements n.

During matching, we assign pairs of analyzed program elements
based on their similarity value. We utilize the Hungarian algorithm
for matching elements to produces an optimal assignment between
them, that is so no other assignment exists, which exhibits a higher
aggregated similarity value. The Hungarian algorithm exhibits a cu-
bic complexity in n, with n being the number of input elements, and
thus, renders the computational complexity of our matching cubic.

Finally, the merging of matched elements processes pairs of
matched elements and assigns the variability information based on
their similarity value and their containment within the analyzed
programs. Every pair is processed separately and stored within the
produced 150% model. Thus, the computational complexity of the
merging is linear in n, with n being the number of element pairs.

We observed the majority of runtime, ≈75%, to be required for
the comparison of program elements. The matching of program ele-
ments accounts for ≈15%, while the merging phase makes up ≈10%
of the overall runtime. Although the matching exhibits a greater
computational complexity than the comparison, the number of
input elements is significantly smaller than for the comparison
phase. For instance, we compare statements from different methods
and, precisely, all statements with each other. During matching
however, statements from only two methods are matched at a time,
thereby drastically reducing the number of input elements assessed
by the Hungarian algorithm. Consequently, the comparison phase
requires more runtime than thematching despite the latter entailing
a greater computational complexity. We provide the runtime results

for all pairwise comparisons of the Elevator case study in Fig. 5.
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Figure 5: Runtime Results for the Elevator Case Study

We show on the x-axis the total number of compared program
elements, here methods and statements, and on the y-axis, the re-
quired total runtime in seconds (secs). For instance, the smallest
comparison shown in Fig. 5 comprises ≈24,000 comparisons for
the two evaluated programs and requires ≈1 sec. The largest com-
parison shown in Fig. 5 comprises ≈55,000 elements and requires
≈4 secs. Overall, the runtime required to compare two programs
from the Elevator case study did not exceed 7 secs. Moreover, Fig. 5
shows a linear and exponential trendline and, furthermore, illus-
trates both trendlines to diverge only slightly. Therefore, the run-
time for pairwise comparisons of the Elevator case study exhibits
a linear trend, albeit a quadratic increase is to be expected for
larger systems. Furthermore, we show the runtime results for the
MADFA case study in Fig. 6 and depict on the x-axis the com-
pared program elements and the required runtime on the y-axis.
The data shown in Fig. 6 shows a total of 81 comparisons, with the
largest being the comparison of all seven MADFA program variants.
Depicted in the upper right corner of Fig. 6, our approach re-
quires ≈0.6 secs for comparing a total of ≈11,700 program elements.
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Figure 6: Runtime Results for the MADFA Case Study
The runtime required to process MADFA programs did not exceed
1 sec. Moreover, we show a linear trendline in Fig. 6 to illustrate
our approach exhibiting a linear trend for the MADFA case study.
We further assessed the memory consumption required to process
programs and we did not observe a noticeable increase in memory
usage for either case study. Overall, the data illustrated in Fig. 5
and Fig. 6 indicates our approach to exhibit a near-linear runtime,
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albeit we acknowledge that a quadratic trend is visible when scaling
up further. However, we consider the results promising and con-
servatively regard the overall runtime of our approach acceptable.

5.3 Threats to Validity
For the evaluation, we assessed feasibility using only two studies,
which we generated from an existing product line and software
taxonomy respectively. Moreover, we only consider systems im-
plemented in Java. We developed our approach independently of
such case studies and kept ourselves from being biased. We use
JaMopp to import Java programs, and we acknowledge its limi-
tations and, thereby the restrictions it implies for our approach.

We acknowledge the size of our case studies to be limited, and
while results may not be generalizable, we argue that the systems
we assessed exhibit a reasonable complexity, which makes us be-
lieve that our approach is applicable to other software systems
as well. Moreover, we acknowledge that peculiarities may exists
in larger case studies, which we did not consider and which may
adversely affect the scalability of our approach. We furthermore
acknowledge that clone-and-own scenarios present in industry
may not be fully reflected by the systems we evaluated and we
only consider syntactical equivalence, but no semantics. We com-
pare programs using a metric, defining properties to evaluate and
weights to indicate their significance for the overall result. Practi-
tioners might judge differently on the suitability of utilized weights
and thresholds. In addition, they may question variability thresh-
olds we defined. However, we allow practitioners to individually
adjust weights and thresholds according to their demands. We ar-
gue, that we have shown our approach and metric to be suitable in
a clone-and-own scenario and that we allow practitioners, by using
domain knowledge, to adjust weights and thresholds accordingly.

6 RELATEDWORK
Implemented in FeatureIDE [26], variant preserving refactoring
operations for migrating cloned products to a product line are pro-
posed in [12]. Unlike our approach, clone detection techniques
utilized in [12] can not cope with type-3 clones (cf. Sec. 2), while we
designed our fine-grained metric and comparison procedure specif-
ically for that purpose. Cloned product variants are analyzed for
their variability in [23]. However, the analysis primarily focuses on
the overall architecture of the programs and, unlike our approach,
does not compare and classify individual source code artifacts.

Clones with one software program, and thus, intra-system clones,
are analyzed using suffix trees in [17]. Our approach focuses on the
analyses of multiple programs and, moreover, is not limited to iden-
tifying clones but to also classify identified similarities. Proposing
Morpheus, a variability-aware refactoring engine, multiple variants
are analyzed for their variability in [22]. However, the analysis
requires preprocessor directives, while our approach aims to iden-
tify and classify variability for systems, that do not exhibit explicit
variability mechanisms. Artifact trees are used in [24] to represent
the call hierarchy and nesting depth of program elements. Pro-
grams are then compared based on their artifact trees. Contrary to
our work, no explicit similarity value is calculated but the analysis
rather facilitates on the sole presence of elements within artifact
trees. VariantSync, a tool to maintain cloned programs and to semi-
automatically propagate changes between them is proposed in [28].

However, the approach inherently requires domain knowledge,
while our fine-grained metric and comparison procedure aim to
extract variability information even if domain knowledge is not
present. Code fragments undergoing change are captured within
snapshots in [35] to identify their similarity. Contrary to our work,
their similarity analysis focuses on fragments, which are part of
consecutive commits in a repository. Moreover, the similarity anal-
ysis proposed in [35] captures changed fragments but, unlike our
metric, does not provide insights on what specifically changed.

Based on the Colored IDE (CIDE) tool [16], authors in [38] aim to
automate the extraction of optional and mandatory features from
an existing system. Unlike our approach, their proposed technique
requires an initial input from the software product line develop-
ers. Program dependency graphs (PDGs) are compared to identify
clones between programs and to categorize their difference in [42].

Utilizing GenericDiff [41], the comparison is performed on Prod-
uct Feature Models (PFMs) [43]. PFMs already exhibit information
on dependencies between program variants, which is not present
with legacy software systems we analyze with our approach. Clone-
detection is performed on software systems in [13] and identical
elements, such as methods, are provided to the user for further
reasoning. Contrary to our work, the similarity analysis is not
based on a comprehensive metric and no 150% model is created
for the analyzed programs. Comparing multiple Unified Modeling
Language (UML) class diagrams at once, Rubin et al. propose N-Way
Merge [31]. Unlike our approach, N-Way Merge can not cope with
nested artifacts and its’ applicability for complex systems exhibiting
such characteristics, such as Java programs, needs to be assessed.

7 CONCLUSION AND FUTUREWORK
Clone-and-own prevails in practice as an ad-hoc reuse strategy, re-
sulting in a proliferation of similar but not-alike software systems.
With maintainability negatively affected in the long-run, SPLs can
be a remedy. However, a prior analysis of the system portfolio is
required, which remains a challenging task. We propose an iterative
comparison approach for software systems implemented in imper-
ative programming languages. We transform systems into a model-
based form and utilizing a fine-grained metric and comparison ap-
proach, identify their variability to the extent of single statements.
Moreover, we visualize identified variability information within
a 150%, an SPL representation to show common and variability-
containing assets in a single platform. We demonstrate the feasi-
bility of our approach using two case studies implemented in Java
and show our approach to produce an accurate 150% model within
a reasonable time, even when analyzing multiple program variants.

For future work, we plan to compare programs implemented
in different programming languages and to identify challenges
and limitations of such comparison. We also aim to utilize the
150% model to derive a software taxonomy from it. Moreover, we
plan to transform the 150% model into a feature model, which
then entails feature-to-code mappings and which can further be
refined by practitioners. Finally, we plan to extend our evalua-
tion by considering more complex systems recently proposed [19].
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